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Theme: 

Fall 

 

Introductions: 

Gh and Hh 

  

Bits: 

Shapes 

 

Manners: 

Eat with your spoon or fork 

Talk with an empty mouth 

 

 

Language: 

This week we will introduce the children to the letters Gg and Hh and the phonetic sounds they 

make.  We will also review everything we have learned so far with a game of musical letters and 

a memory game. 

The season of fall will be discussed this week; many books will be read and we will look at 

pictures of all the seasons to see what the differences are between them.  We will also learn a 

new finger play about falling leaves.   

 

 

Concept: 

During Concept time we will be discussing Fall/Autumn and the changes we can see during this 

time of the year.  We will have new shelf jobs to reinforce our theme and the new letters Gg and 

Hh.  We will also continue to work on our numbers 1-10.  The children will be working on 

estimation of small objects and distance along with greater than and less than.  For a science 

activity we will be going on a nature walk to look at all the fall colors and to collect different 

types of leaves. 



 

 

Craft & Writing: 

This week we will be working on matching, tracing and printing papers to help review 

everything we have learned so far.  The letters Gg and Hh will be traced and printed along with 

papers to reinforce our theme of fall.  The children will be working on printing their names, 

cutting skills and fall art projects. 

 

 

Motor: 

This week the children will be working on a new following directions game and we will enjoy 

the nice weather by having some outside free play.  We will also have an obstacle course and we 

will be practicing our balance and coordination using the balance beam. 

 

 

Reminders: 

 

Reminders: 

Monday, October 10th - The school will be closed for a staff training day! 

 

 

Have a good week! 

Mrs. Chrissy 

Mrs. Jen 

 

 


